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Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by deep sequencing (ChIP-Seq) became a method of
choice to locate DNA segments bound by different regulatory proteins. ChIP-Seq produces
extremely valuable information to study transcriptional regulation. The wet-lab workflow is often
supported by downstream computational analysis including construction of models of nucleotide
sequences of transcription factor binding sites in DNA, which can be used to detect binding sites in
ChIP-Seq data at a single base pair resolution. The most popular TFBS model is represented by
positional weight matrix (PWM) with statistically independent positional weights of nucleotides in
different columns; such PWMs are constructed from a gapless multiple local alignment of sequences
containing experimentally identified TFBSs. Modern high-throughput techniques, including
ChIP-Seq, provide enough data for careful training of advanced models containing more parameters
than PWM. Yet, many suggested multiparametric models often provide only incremental
improvement of TFBS recognition quality comparing to traditional PWMs trained on ChIP-Seq data.
We present a novel computational tool, diChIPMunk, that constructs TFBS models as optimal
dinucleotide PWMs, thus accounting for correlations between nucleotides neighboring in input
sequences. diChIPMunk utilizes many advantages of ChIPMunk, its ancestor algorithm, accounting
for ChIP-Seq base coverage profiles (“peak shape”) and using the effective subsampling-based core
procedure which allows processing of large datasets. We demonstrate that diPWMs constructed by
diChIPMunk outperform traditional PWMs constructed by ChIPMunk from the same ChIP-Seq data.
Software website: http://autosome.ru/dichipmunk/
Keywords: positional weight matrix, PWM, transcription factor binding sites, TFBS, TFBS model,
gapless multiple local alignment, GMLA, ChIP-Seq, dinucleotide frequencies

1. Introduction
Transcription regulation in higher eukaryotes is a complex process involving specific
regulatory proteins, transcription factors (TFs), binding to specific DNA sites. Highthroughput wet-lab methods based on chromatin immunoprecipitation reveal tens of
thousands of DNA segments that are bound by particular protein in particular conditions
in vivo. Special dry-lab workflow is required to process this data. Among other aims,
including proper detection of genes, regulated by a particular TF, researchers are
interested in precise locations of transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) in DNA and
common text patterns, often called as motifs, overrepresented in experimentally identified
TF binding sequences. Both these tasks are tightly interweaved in the field of motif
discovery, which has been developing for more than 20 years1,2. Modern motif discovery
methods can identify a sequence pattern, specifically recognized by some TF in DNA
segments, and use the pattern to precisely identify locations of binding sites in the
experimental data obtained by various techniques, including high-throughput
experiments3. The sequence patterns produced during this step can be used as TFBS
models for computational TFBS prediction in genomic sequences of interest.
A positional weight matrix (PWM) is the most widely used TFBS model. PWM is
typically produced directly on a basis of a gapless multiple local alignment (GMLA) of
sequences. The set of sequences corresponds to the TF-bound DNA regions. Each GMLA
position (the column of the alignment) produces positional weights for nucleotides
occupying this position. The important assumption made here is that the nucleotide
frequencies in different alignment columns are independent2, i.e. there are no correlations
between nucleotides in different alignment columns. Most of methods to detect DNA
motifs in modern high-throughput data4 are still based on simple mononucleotide PWMs.
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Recent attempts to train more complex models using ChIP-Seq data failed to clearly
outperform5 traditional PWMs with independent positional weights.
Yet, assumption of non-independent positions is one of the weaker properties of
traditional PWMs. A very straightforward PWM extension is a similar matrix of
positional weights that takes into account correlations of nucleotides in neighboring
alignment positions6,7. Such correlations possibly arise from interactions between
nucleotides neighboring in DNA and contributing to formation of DNA secondary
structure8,9. Dinucleotide PWMs were demonstrated to outperform classic
mononucleotide PWMs if a training set of sequences was large enough10. Sequencedependent conformational and physico-chemical properties based on dinucleotide
statistics were also successfully applied for TFBS recognition11. Recently, a very
successful analysis of protein-binding microarray data was done on the ground of TFBS
models that accounted for frequencies of neighboring dinucleotides12.
Thus, dinucleotide PWMs provide simple yet powerful extension of PWMs that
allows accounting for neighboring nucleotides within TFBSs. In this report we present an
approach applying dinucleotide models analysis of ChIP-Seq data.
2. Methods
Previously, we have developed an effective motif discovery tool, ChIPMunk13, that
performed well in several independent benchmark studies14,15. ChIPMunk can account for
ChIP-Seq base coverage data, i.e. use the shape of ChIP-Seq tags pileup as prior
positional information for probable locations of binding sites within extended ChIP-Seq
peak sequences. In this paper we present a novel algorithm and a corresponding
computation tool, diChIPMunk, able to construct an optimal dinucleotide PWM (diPWM
that basically defines a Markov order 1 TFBS model) that accounts for dependencies of
nucleotides in neighboring alignment positions. We demonstrate how ChIPMunk
workflow can be modified to use diPWMs as a TFBS model. Using independent control
datasets we perform careful comparison of dinucleotide PWMs versus traditional
mononucleotide PWMs.
2.1. ChIPMunk core workflow: from mono- to dinucleoties
Original ChIPMunk algorithm uses a subsampling approach and a greedy model
optimization procedure. A random starting “seed” PWM and a corresponding GMLA are
optimized on a random subset of the initial sequence set. The obtained PWM is then
optimized on the total sequence set. The greedy optimization here is similar to that
originally presented in CONSENSUS16 with the best PWM hits from each sequence used
to reconstruct the GMLA and build a PWM for the next iteration. Greedy optimization
procedure converges rather quickly, and the two-step optimization procedure based on
subsamples allows further speed up the convergence. Iterative random subsampling also
allows the algorithm to avoid partially locally optimal alignments, since any PWM
obtained from the total set of TFBSs is then submitted to the main optimization procedure
as a starting seed. There it is firstly driven out of local optimum by optimization on a
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random TFBS subset and then is optimized on the total set of TFBSs to compete with
PWMs obtained in other runs. More details on the core procedure can be found in17 and
in Supplementary materials at the ChIPMunk website ( http://autosome.ru/ChIPMunk/ ).
The diChIPMunk algorithm uses the very same core procedure with the only major
difference of diPWM as the TFBS model. The important points here are: (1) how to
handle the sequences in a way able to account for neighboring dinucleotides (2) how to
construct a diPWM from a GMLA and (3) how to select the optimal diPWM and the
optimal GMLA in a “dinucleotide” sense.
2.1.1. Handling sequences with dinucleotide alphabet
We convert all DNA sequences from mono- to dinucleotide alphabet. Each dinucleotide
is constructed from two single neighboring nucleotide letters. Conversely, each
nucleotide of a DNA sequence, except for the fist and the last nucleotides, is included in
two neighboring (overlapping) dinucleotides. This conversion from the mononucleotide
to dinucleotide alphabet allows seamlessly incorporating dependencies (i.e. correlations)
between neighboring nucleotides into the model. The dinucleotide alphabet contains 16
letters with each letter being a dinucleotide (AA, AC, AG, .., TT). E.g., ACGT nucleotide
sequence is written as A-C-G-T in nucleotides and as AC-CG-GT in dinucleotides.
It should be noted, that sequences over ACGT-letter mononucleotide alphabet form
only a subset of all sequence over AA-..-TT-alphabet, since dinucleotide alphabet allows
only sequences like XY-YZ, where the second nucleotide of each preceding dinucleotide
is the same as the first nucleotide of each subsequent dinucleotide.
2.1.2. Constructing a diPWM from a GMLA
If the sequences are written in the dinucleotide alphabet, the procedure is the same as for
PWM in mononucleotide alphabet13:
 x  cq 
S , j  log   , j

 ( N  c)q 

(1)

where S,j is the score of letter АA,AC,AG, .., TT in position j, xi,j is the number of
occurrences of dinucleotide letter  in the j-th column of the GMLA, q is the
background frequency of dinucleotide , N is the total number of sequences in the
GMLA, and c is the pseudocount parameter set as N . The score of a word written in
dinucleotide alphabet is then estimated in the following way:
l

score  word    Sword[ j ], j

(2)

j 1

where l is the word length (equal to the number of columns of the diPWM) and S word[ j ], j
is the diPWM element for the j-th letter in the word.
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2.1.3. Defining the dinucleotide optimality of a GMLA
Any obtained GMLA is evaluated whether its column-specific dinucleotide composition
deviates from the given background, e.g. if some dinucleotide is highly prevalent
rendering the overall distribution far from the uniform. While solving a similar problem
ChIPMunk uses a criterion based on Discrete Information Content (DIC) and its
extension with Kullback term (KDIC). If the sequences are written in dinucleotide
alphabet one can use a similar measure to estimate GMLA quality in the dinucleotide
sense. We call this measure as Kullback Dinucleotide Discrete Information Content,
KDIDIC and define it as follows:
l

DIDIC  

  log  x !  log N !
, j

j 1   AA,..TT

(3)

l

KDIDIC  DIDIC  



x , j log  q 

j 1  AA,..TT

where  is the dinucleotide letter; q is the background frequency of ; j is
the position (the column number) in GMLA; x,j is the frequency of  in j-th GMLA
column; l is the width (the length) of the alignment and N is the total number of TFBS
sequences. Thus the search for the optimal alignment is defined as the search for the
alignment with the maximal KDIDIC value.
KDIDIC does not explicitly account for dependencies of neighboring dinucleotide
columns, but we use only dinucleotide sequences which are unambiguously mapped to
corresponding mononucleotide sequences written in 4-letter ACGT-letter alphabet. Thus
neighboring positions (e.g. j and j+1) of the alignment are not independent since the
neighboring dinucleotide letters overlap in the initial DNA nucleotide sequence (as
described in 2.1.1).
KDIDIC maximum defines some optimal alignment for the set of all sequences
written in 16 letter dinucleotide alphabet. DNA sequences written in mononucleotide
alphabet correspond to the subset of all dinucleotide sequences. Thus KDIDIC maximum
cannot select the “truly optimal” alignment. Still Eq. (3) gives an estimate how
dinucleotide frequencies of a given alignment deviate from the given background
dinucleotide distribution q. To clearly demonstrate that KDIDIC-optimal dinucleotide
TFBS models allow good TFBS recognition we have performed a benchmark study
which is described in a separate section below.
KDIDIC of terminal alignment columns also allows estimating the optimal alignment
length. Default diChIPMunk motif length estimation procedure scans a given lengths
range for the longest alignment with the terminal columns passing KDIDIC threshold.
This criterion is based on the observation that flanking columns of the correct TFBS
model should have their dinucleotide distribution different from a given background. This
can be achieved by defining a threshold value for KDIDIC of a single column. Longer
alignments can be discarded if they have terminal columns with dinucleotide distribution
not passing a given KDIDIC threshold. The threshold was set equal to KDIDIC of a
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column missing any two dinucleotide letters and having the uniform distribution of
frequencies of all 14 remaining dinucleotides.
2.2. Assessing diPWM TFBS recognition performance
We have extracted three independent ChIP-Seq datasets from ENCODE18. ChIP-Seq
peaks for AP2A, HNF4A TFs were provided with the base coverage profiles while only
peak segments were provided for REST transcription factor. DNA segments for AP2A
and HNF4A were truncated by discarding flanking segments with base coverage profile
values lower than 10% of the maximum height of the peaks. For all datasets we discarded
too short peaks (<25bps) that possibly corresponded to PCR artifacts. The subsets of top
1000 peaks was taken for each case and 500 even (odd) ranked peaks were used for
model training (control).
Three TFBS models were assessed for each TF: the longest existing PWM from
TRANSFAC19, a ChIPMunk PWM and diChIPMunk diPWM. ChIPMunk and
diChIPMunk were searching for optimal alignments in a lengths range from 10 to 25bps
using either peak shapes (for AP2A and HNF4A) or local nucleotide/dinucleotide
composition as a background model (for REST).
To evaluate the model performance we plotted a set of receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) curves using the same strategy as assessed in construction of HOCOMOCO
( http://autosome.ru/HOCOMOCO/ ) TFBS model collection20. The control datasets were
used to estimate the true positive (TP) rate independently from the learning set. TP rate
was computed as the number of sequences from the independent control set with PWM
hit scores no less than the threshold. Thus for a full range of TP rates we collected the
corresponding set of threshold values. For each PWM or diPWM threshold we computed
P-value, the fraction of all DNA segments that are recognized as binding sites by the
model. Basically, P-value represents the probability to obtain a score of no less than the
threshold in a selected position of the random DNA sequence. Thus P-value is used to
estimate the False Positive (FP) rate as the probability to find at least one PWM hit
scoring no less than the threshold in a random double-strand DNA segment of a fixed
length L:

FP  1  1  P-value 

2 L  l 1

.

(4)

Here L is selected as the median sequence length (as estimated based on the independent
control set), l is the PWM/diPWM length and the model hits are assumed to be
independent with their total number complying compound Poisson distribution.
With the set of TP and FP rates at hand we can plot a ROC curve and estimate the
area-under-curve (AUC) as the single measure for the models quality. MACRO-APE
software ( http://autosome.ru/macroape/ ) was used to estimate the P-values for PWMs;
dinucleotide version of MACRO-APE is available at diChIPMunk website
( http://autosome.ru/dichipmunk/ ).
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3. Results and Discussion
We have applied the strategy described in Methods to analyze three ChIP-Seq datasets
and to estimate TFBS model quality using ROC curves and corresponding AUC values.
ROC curves for AP2A models are shown in Figure 1. AUC values for all TFs are
presented in Table 1. Motif LOGOs are shown in left panels of Figure 2. ChIPMunk
models for all TFs showed better AUC values comparing to the TRANSFAC models; the
difference between TRANSFAC and ChIPMunk was comparable to that of ChIPMunk
and diChIPMunk. The notable exception was HNF4A with the negligible difference
between model quality of diPWM and PWM. This agrees well with the published results
for HNF4A10; the same effect was observed for other TFs in a wider study focused on
dinucleotide models21.

Fig. 1. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for TRANSFAC (shown as solid area), diChIPMunk
(diPWM, solid line) and ChIPMunk (PWM, dashed line) TFBS models for TFBSs of AP2A transcription factor.
TP and FP rates were estimated as described in Section 2.2. Larger area under curve corresponds to better
model quality.

Table 1. Area-under-curve (AUC) values for ROC curves for TRANSFAC, ChIPMunk (PWM) and
diChIPMunk (diPWM) models. Higher values correspond to better model quality (an ideal classifier would
obtain the AUC value of 1.0).
Transcription factor

TFBS models

AP2A

REST

HNF4A

diPWM

0.936

0.975

0.962

PWM

0.915

0.957

0.957

TRANSFAC

0.874

0.940

0.782

To confirm that diPWM TFBS predictions are more reliable comparing to those of a
traditional PWM we have applied both models to predict binding sites in each control
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ChIP-Seq dataset. We demonstrate that diPWM predictions are located closer to the peak
summits in the cases, when the predictions of diPWM and traditional PWM are different.
The position of the peak summit indicates the most probable location of actual TF
binding sites at DNA22.
We examined the peaks where PWM and diPWM had their best hits located farter
apart than 5bps. We plotted the number of such peaks with the predicted best-scoring
binding site within the given distance from the peak summit (<25bp to the peak summit,
<50bp to the peak summit etc.; the base coverage profile was missing for REST data so
the centers of peak segments were used as the putative peak summit locations). The
results are presented at the right panels of Figure 2, clearly showing that diPWMs select
binding sites located closer to the ChIP-Seq peak summits. It is notable, that for HNF4A
usage of diPWM again gives no advantage over the traditional PWM.
From the point of view of computation efficiency, the performance of diChIPMunk
remained quite acceptable taking several hours to construct diPWMs from 500 ChIP-Seq
peaks in a multi-threaded mode (Core i7 CPU). Since a dinucleotide model has more
parameters to estimate, the default number of starting random seeds and subsampling
runs for diChIPMunk were doubled as compared to ChIPMunk. diChIPMunk is free
software implemented in Java and thus can be used on any platform. The source code and
Java classes are freely available online ( http://autosome.ru/dichipmunk/ ).
While more and more high-throughput data becomes available today, the improved
TFBS models finally have a chance to be widely used giving a reasonable improvement
over traditional PWMs. The dinucleotide PWMs produce better predictions for actual TF
binding to DNA, which is important for DNA analysis in silico including identification of
target genes regulated by particular TFs when the direct experiment is missing.
Definitely, correlation pattern in TF binding sites is likely to be longer than for
neighboring nucleotides; from physical considerations one can expect correlations
extending up to the half of DNA helix pitch, which is about 5bp. Yet, from the practical
point of view, dinucleotide models provide a reasonable tradeoff between the model
complexity and the recognition accuracy, catching correlations brought about by stacking
interaction, the important contributor into DNA stabilizing energy8.
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Fig. 2. Left panel: LOGO representation of ChIPMunk (PWM), diChIPMunk (diPWM) and TRANSFAC
TFBS models; letters are scaled according to column KDIC values (KDIDIC for diPWMs). Right panel:
cumulative distributions of distances between best hits of diPWM/PWM and the locations of peak summits (for
each peak the best hit is defined as the position of binding site prediction with the highest diPWM/PWM score).
Only ChIP-Seq peaks with differently located best hits of PWMs and diPWMs (5bps or farther) are considered.
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